MONTHLY RETURN OF GOOD STORIES OF CHAMPHAI DISTRICT

SEIZURE UNDER NARCOTIC DRUGS & PSYCHOTROPIC SUBSTANCES ACT:

DURING THE PERIOD OF JANUARY, 2017 UPTO DECEMBER, 2017, A TOTAL QUANTITY OF 4041 GRAMS OF HEROIN NO. 4 WITH AN ESTIMATE VALUE OF RS. 1,47,065,000/- WAS SEIZED BY CHAMPHAI POLICE. A TOTAL QUANTITY OF 104.45 KGS OF GANJA VALUE OF RS. 2,30,300/- (APPROX) HAD BEEN SEIZED. 5800 TABLETS OF METHAMPHETAMINE VALUE OF RS. 1,160,000/- AND 12 KGS OF EPHEDRINE VALUE OF RS. 12,000,000/- HAD ALSO BEEN SEIZED DURING THE AFORESAID PERIOD.

SEIZURE MADE DURING THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER, 2017 IS REFLECTED BELOW:

ON 18.12.2017 @ 4:30 PM, A WRITTEN FIR WAS SUBMITTED BY SI H. LALENGZAMA OF CHAMPHAI PS TO THE EFFECT THAT ON THE BASIS OF INFORMATION RECEIVED FROM RELIABLE SOURCE THAT DSB BRANCH AND 10th ASSAM RIFLES HAD OPERATION AT VENGTHAR, CHAMPHAI AND DETAINED ONE FEMALE PERSON ON SUSPICIOUS GROUND SUSPECTED TO BE CARRYING ILLEGAL DRUGS. HE PROCEEDED TO THE SPOT AND CONDUCTED SEARCH AFTER PREPARING ‘GROUNDS OF BELIEF’. HE RECOVERED 6 (SIX) SOAP CASES CONTAINING BROWN POWDER SUSPECTED TO BE HEROIN WEIGHING 80 GRAMS WORTH ABOUT 3,00,000/- (THREE LAKHS) ONLY WHICH WAS PACKED IN TRANSPARENT POLYTHENE FROM THE POSSESSION OF CHINGSIANNEMI (29) D/O THANGKHANTUANGA OF VENGTHAR, CHAMPHAI. HENCE, CPI-PS C/NO. 144/17 DT. 18.12.2017 U/S 21(B) ND&PS ACT WAS REGISTERED.

COMMUNITY POLICING:

ON 23.12.2017, CHARITY RIDE WAS CONDUCTED BY CHAMPHAI DISTRICT POLICE WITHIN CHAMPHAI DISTRICT AND DISTRIBUTED CASH AND IN KIND SUCH AS EDIBLE OIL, RICE, DAL. ETC. TO HOSPITAL POOR FUND, TNT, GENESARETH ORPHANAGE HOME AND 20 NOS. OF POOR FAMILIES WITHIN CHAMPHAI DISTRICT. THE DISTRIBUTED CASH AND KIND WERE MET FROM THE FUND CONTRIBUTED BY WILLING POLICE PERSONNEL.
ON 7.12.2017 @ 7:00 PM, ASI ZOHMINGLIANA AND PARTY CONDUCTED RANDOM CHECKING AT KHANKAWN POLICE CHECK GATE AND RECOVERED SMOKED WILD BOAR WEIGHING 40 KGS AND ONE DEAD FEMALE PHEASANT (VAHRIT) FROM ONE MAXICAB BR/NO. MZ-02/A/2951 DRIVEN BY JOSEPH LALLAWMKUNGA S/O JH HMINGTHANA OF DINTHAR VENG, CHAMPHAI (. ) THE SEIZED ITEMS WERE HANDED OVER TO FOREST DEPARTMENT FOR FURTHER NECESSARY ACTION (. )
GOOD WORK REPORT OF LUNGEI DISTRICT POLICE DURING

LAW & ORDER:
With the objective of prevention of crime and maintenance of public peace
and tranquility, Late Night Patrolling has been carried out regularly.

CRIME SCENARIO:
During December, 2017 20 nos. of cases were registered within Lunglei
District out of which 6 cases were detected and 23 cases were chargesheet and 1
case was final report in the same month.

TRAFFIC COMPOUNDING:
Regular mobile checking and effective control and regulation of traffic have
greatly prevented vehicular accident in Lunglei district. On every holidays
including Saturdays and Sundays and also during night time mobile checking of
vehicles was conducted in Lunglei town and sometimes outside the town which
had ensured the safety of pedestrians and also reduce road accidents. The traffic
compounding fine realized upto December /2017 is Rs. 95,900/-

MAJOR CONVICTION:-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl.No</th>
<th>Case refe. with section of Law</th>
<th>Duration of conviction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>LLI-PS C/No.56/2017 dt.30.3.2017 U/S 302 IPC</td>
<td>The accused Rosangliana Sailo is sentenced to undergo Rigorous imprisonment for life with fine of Rs. 10,000/- and in default to further undergo simple imprisonment for 1 month.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LIQUOR RECOVERED:- 3 Bottles 750 of whisky and 8 bottles
375ML of MagicMoment were recovered.

STOLEN PROPERTY RECOVERED:-
Stolen property recovered is Rs. 248,800/-
POSITIVE STORIES / GOOD WORKS BEING DONE IN MAMIT DISTRICT

SUCCESSFUL INVESTIGATION OF POCSO CASE BY KAWRTHAH POLICE:

CASE REFERENCE:-
• Kawrthah P.S. Case No.24/2017 dt.1.12.2017 u/s 10 POCSO ACT.

GIST OF F.I.R.:-
On 1.12.2017, a written FIR was lodged by Lalliantawna s/o Bauhia of Serhmun village to OC kawrthah PS stating that during the month of April, 2017, one C.Lalchhuanawma (44) s/o Kaplinga of Serhmun village brought his daughter namely Remtluangpuii (7yrs) and his son IsacRemtluangpuia inside his residence while they were walking towards their school. The said C.Lalchhuanawma had sexually molested his daughter Remtluangpuii by touching her private parts and by letting her masturbated his penis as well. Hence, he requested to take legal action against the said accused.

Therefore, Kawrthah P.S. Case No.24/2017 dt.1.12.2017 u/s 10 POCSO Act was registered and SI H.Lalengliana duly investigated the case.

Achievement and Completion of the case investigation:-
During investigation, all the needful steps in connection with the case investigation had been promptly taken by the case 10 and the case was charge sheeted within 20 days from the date of registration of the case vide CS No.21/17 Dt.21.12.2017 under section 10 of POCSO Act. Accused was sent up to the court of CJM, Mamit for trial.

DONATION FOR SHELTER HOME, MAMIT BY MAMIT D.E.F
During the month of December, 2017, all ranks of Mamit DEF staff, viz. IV Grades to SP, made contributions and the accumulated amount of Rs.10,000/- was donated to Shelter Home, Mamit as a gift on 22.12.2017 in the name of Mamit DEF.
GOOD STORIES OF SERCHHIP DISTRICT

1) A Christmas gift of Rs. 2,000/- each was given to Pi Vanlalruati, Bazar veng, Serchhip, Pi Lungremthangi, IOC veng, New Serchhip, Zorammawia, New Serchhip and Pu Lalbiakliana, Tuirial, Aizawl on 23.12.2017 by SP Serchhip and staff.

2) Thenzawl PS O/C and staff donated Rs. 2,565/- to Community Health Centre, Thenzawl as Poor Fund and 1 bag (50 kgs) of rice each was given away to 10 (ten) poor families within Thenzawl as a Christmas charity on 16.12.2017.